Matters to be noted during the New Year holidays

This year is ending in a few days. For the year-end and New Year holidays, a lot of drinking troubles and crimes occur. Please pay attention to the points below and enjoy the holidays.

★Attention about drinking

You will have more opportunities to drink alcohol such as Christmas parties, New Year’s parties. Please pay attention to the points below. We will severely deal with any accidents involving alcohol.

① Underage drinking is prohibited
※Preventing underage drinking ・・・ if minors attend the party, plan the party no alcohol will be provided

② Chug-a-lugging (in Japanese, *ikki-nomi*) is prohibited

③ Forced drinking is prohibited

④ Drunk driving is prohibited
　(It is prohibited by law to offer alcohol to those who are planning on driving or cycling.)

⑤ Excessive drinking is prohibited. You may suffer from violence or acute alcohol intoxication.

★Be careful about bicycle theft

There have been many instances of unlocked bicycles being stolen. We recommend the double-lock (cable locks or other strong locks in addition to the original lock) when you don’t use it at the time of homecoming for a long term.

★Be careful about sneak thief

Please lock carefully when you are away from home in homecoming or a trip for a long term.
Please do not write your personal information, such as your address, place on your SNS page and protect yourself from troubles on Internet.
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